Adam Scott's strategy is quite simple: Win. He drives the ball like it was fired from a cannon. He handles his iron like scalpels around the green. In 2002, he finished the Diageo Scottish PGA championship 26 under par and a record 10 shots ahead of second place.

1. What is Mr. Scott famous for? A. His courage in the football tournament. B. His cannon-like serves in lawn tennis matches. C. His fascinating swing on the golf course. D. He's the greatest rebounder his game has seen.

2. How did Mr. Scott perform in 2002? A. He entered the semi-final. B. He was the runner-up. C. He won the championship title. D. He was finished.

"Rice swings through Asia to talk policy." In her first trip to Asia as America's _3_. Condoleezza Rice mixes personal charm with tough policy.

3. A. top diplomat B. first lady C. democrat D. senior citizen


China's National People's Congress adopted an _5_ aimed at Taiwan which authorized a military attack to prevent the island from seeking _6_.

5. A. anti-dumping law B. an anti-seeding law C. an anti-succeeding law D. an anti-secession law

6. A. a joint venture B. aids abroad C. independence D. collaboration

The latest research suggests that women have _7_ potential as men to excel in the sciences. Who says a woman can't be _8_.

7. A. such B. much C. little D. deeper

8. A. Michelangelo B. Mona Lisa C. Andrew Webber D. Albert Einstein

Brand-name cigarettes are hazardous enough, but illicit _9_, that contain up to 5 times more carcinogens, are even worse for your health. _10_ were torched recently in Henan, PRC.

9. A. cocaine B. carbohydrate C. cholesterol D. counterfeits

10. A. Fakes B. Foreign brands C. Domestic products D. Smuggled goods

The _11_ of Chinese boys to girls is 119:100, leading the government to announce a ban on sex-selective _12_.

11. A. rate B. ratio C. rational D. rating

12. A. policy B. birth-control C. strategy D. abortions

The world has united to _13_ millions of vulnerable people trying to piece their lives back together _14_ the devastation in the Indian Ocean.

13. A. aid B. aide C. be in aids with D. the aiding of

14. A. in search of B. in large scale of C. in light of D. in the wake of

Virtual high schools, which allow students to take classes _15_ pc, have emerged as an increasingly popular education _16_. Does electronic education work?

15. A. i.e. B. e.g. C. aka D. via

16. A. approaches B. subject C. alternative D. preference

Mr. Yo-Yo Ma's brilliant talent is what gives his _17_ a voice. Yet it's his belief in music's power of _18_ that makes his instrument sing a different tune.

17. A. violin B. cellist C. cello D. string

18. A. commerce B. communication C. commune D. counteract

The Sri Lanka Tourist Board's new slogan _19_ : IF YOU WANT TO SAVE US, COME AND VISIT US. Travelers are being encouraged to come back to tsunami _20_ destinations.

19. A. says B. reads C. posts D. saying

20. A. strike B. stroke C. striking D. stricken

Moderate caffeine _21_ improves performance on tasks and help people stay alert. But the key is moderation. Too much caffeine may lead to jitteriness and _22_.

21. A. consumed B. treating C. intake D. abuse

22. A. sleepy B. sleeping C. sleepless D. sleeplessness

The British _23_ family should have let Charles propose to Camilla right at the outset.

23. A. queen B. royal C. kingdom D. UK

Broken hearts, broken families and unnecessary death _24_.

24. A. could be avoid B. would be avoided C. could have been avoided D. should have being avoided
25. _decrease_ in Hong Konger's _is_ 16 months due to air pollution, the same as
smoking 8 cigarettes a day.
25. A. Foreseen  B. Project  C. Estimated  D. Survey
26. A. GNP  B. GPA  C. Index  D. life expectancy

Hans Christian Andersen is one of the most _authors_ in the world, with _like
The Ugly Duckling and The Little Mermaid having appeared in 144 languages.
27. A. wide translated  B. translating widely  C. widely translated
28. A. animations  B. classics  C. comics  D. poetry

On April 2, the bicentennial of his birth, the Danes are getting ready to _a_ _birthday party for their most famous son - Andersen.
29. A. drop  B. open  C. throw  D. join
30. A. 100th  B. 200th  C. 150th  D. 50th

The world _the Asian tsunami disaster with an outpouring of generosity. The UN
moved tons of food to over 1.4 million people.
31. A. responded to  B. responsive to  C. responding to  D. is responsible for
32. A. bury  B. board  C. feed  D. camp

China's more than 30 million smokers bought 1.75 trillion cigarettes in 2003, but 
government restrictions, foreign sales only around 5% of the total.
33. A. due to  B. in view to  C. owe to  D. as to
34. A. counted as  B. counting to  C. accounted for  D. accounting for

Eating right and exercising are the ideal _for weight _and they are also the best 
way to prevent heart disease.
35. A. diet  B. motivations  C. recipe  D. prescriptions
36. A. lose  B. loose  C. loss  D. losing

Saturated fats, cholesterol from burgers may not just to your _but into your blood,
_your heart arteries.
37. A. chest  B. waist  C. toes  D. neck
38. A. block  B. full  C. clogging  D. bypassing

The biggest cigarette brand Marlboro _to the largest _market -PRC.
39. A. joins  B. heads  C. invades  D. lands
40. A. surged  B. tobacco  C. free  D. shrinking

Toyota and Honda have taken the lead in _technologies that combine electricity with 
the internal combustion engine and have produced the lightweight cars.
41. A. co-op  B. hybrid  C. virtue  D. digital
42. A. fuel-efficient  B. safety-sacrificing  C. streamlined  D. SUV

The number of cars in Beijing is growing 15% a year, _the yellow-gray haze that often 
the city.
43. A. polluting  B. spit out  C. contributing to  D. attributing to
44. A. storms  B. circles  C. glorifies  D. envelops

The experts are _reforms, aiming at increasing energy _and cutting oil
consumption.
45. A. calling for  B. claiming  C. exploring  D. fixing
46. A. proficiency  B. sufficiency  C. efficiency  D. stability

The US$7,094 home stereo system, Bose Lifestyle 48, is aimed at a/an crowd of 
music lovers who don't want to bother with computer-based music jukeboxes like iTunes.
47. A. lazy  B. stingy  C. affluent  D. sloppy

SUV's are no joke. The popularity of sport utility vehicles has increased the need
_for
48. A. gas pumps  B. bumper stickers  C. oil  D. steering wheels

The EXPO 2005, held in Aichi Japan, aims to present solutions to 

49. A. tsunami victims  B. the environmental problems  C. the middle-east crisis
D. the rising price of steel.

Gum control is popping up high on the priority list of a growing number of cities the gunk
on their sidewalks.
50. A. looking down upon  B. fed up with  C. enduring  D. that don't give a hoot
about.